Granville

Cockpit Shine Gloss
500ml Aero Apple, 500ml Aero Cherry, 500ml Aero Lemon, 500ml Aero
Strawberry, 500ml Aero Vanilla & 500ml Aero New Car
Product Description
Granville Cockpit Shine is a silicone based Cockpit Shine that
restores that 'new look shine' to all interior and exterior trim.
Availiable in Lemon, Apple, Strawberry, Cherry, New Car and
Vanilla fragrances leaving a pleasant aroma and an anti-static
finish that reduces dust build-up.

Product Benefits
* For all plastic, rubber, wood, vinyl and leather trim inside the
car
* Ideal for use around the home for dusting & polishing
* Also works around the home as a clear slip-enhancing
lubricant on curtain rails, squeaky doors and in many other
places
* Works as a tyre and bumper shine to keep parts looking
black and glossy - liberally coat exterior parts such as tyres
and leave them looking good (do not apply to tyre tread)
* Functions very well as a clear protective coating on clean
alloy wheels, repelling brake dust & making cleaning easier

Product Usage

* Image for illustrative purposes only.

Size

Part No

Barcode

500ml Aero Apple

0889

5020618008897

500ml Aero Cherry

0891

5020618008910

500ml Aero Lemon

0888

5020618008880

500ml Aero Strawberry

0890

5020618008903

500ml Aero Vanilla

0885

5020618008859

500ml Aero New Car

0886

5020618008866

Cleans and protects the dashboard & cockpit by forming an
anti-static, dirt repellent, protective film that will leave the
surface free of dirt and grime.
Silicone lubricant works to reduce friction in many applications,
such as stiff or seized windows and around the home.
Frequent use prevents rubber from sticking or freezing and it
also prevents hardening of plastics to reduce ageing.

Directions for Use
Spray on interior surfaces and polish with a soft cloth. Spray liberally on exterior surfaces and lightly rub with a cloth if
required. As a lubricant, spray in desired area as required and work the component. Slip will improve as friction
between component and surface is reduced. Do not apply to steering wheel, pedals or glass.
DO NOT APPLY to any brake components or on tyre tread. DO NOT APPLY to running surface of motorcycle tyres
as this product will dramatically reduce grip when cornering.

Storage Instructions
Store in a cool, dry place away from direct sunlight.

Shelf Life
12 months from date of manufacture.

Appearance

:

Clear liquid
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Granville

Cockpit Shine Gloss
500ml Aero Apple, 500ml Aero Cherry, 500ml Aero Lemon, 500ml Aero
Strawberry, 500ml Aero Vanilla & 500ml Aero New Car
Odour

:

As fragrance

Specific Gravity

:

0.76

Flammability

:

Highly flammable

Flashpoint

:

N/A - Hermetically sealed unit

Safety Precautions
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

Transport Classification
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

* The information contained in this leaflet is provided to enable the user to assess the product and should not be taken as a
specification. All information provided is given in good faith, we can however not assume liability. It is up to the user to ensure that
the information and the product is suitable for the use intended.
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